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Abstract Traditionally airport systems have been studied using an approach in
which the different elements of the system are studied independently. Until
recently scientific community has put attention in developing models and
techniques that study the system using holistic approaches for understanding cause
and effect relationships of the integral system. This chapter presents a case of an
airport in which the authors have implemented an approach for improving the
turnaround time of the operation. The novelty of the approach is that it uses a
combination of simulation, parameter analysis and optimization for getting to the
best amount of vehicles that minimize the turnaround time of the airport under
study. In addition, the simulation model is such that it includes the most important
elements within the aviation system, such as terminal manoeuvring area, runway,
taxi networks, and ground handling operation. The results show clearly that the
approach is suitable for a complex system in which the amount of variables makes
it intractable for getting good solutions in reasonable time.
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Introduction

Air global transportation is in continuous growth, looking at the most recent
statistics European flights have increased by 0.7% in May 2015 compared with the
same month of the last year and it was above the forecast, furthermore preliminary
data for June 2015 say that there will be a 1.2% of flights increase compare to
June 2014 [10]. The majority of nations in Europe have seen a growth in their
local flight, there are reports that mention the levels of congestion the airports in
Europe are facing [10, 12]. The direct effect of congestion in the airports is delays
that correlate with the increasing traffic. The numbers of EUROCONTROL (the
European organization for the safety or air navigation) [11] illustrate how the
percentage of delayed flight in December 2016 increased by approximately 7%
when compared to the same month in the previous year. These situations make
evident that capacity in airports is being chocked with the increase on traffic, and
this situation might become dramatic if the forecasts of Boeing and
EUROCONTROL are correct [10]. For this reason scientific community has paid
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a lot of efforts for developing tools, new paradigms and novel infrastructure that
alleviates the different congestion problems that arise when the traffic increases.
These solutions range from optimization tools, re-allocation paradigms or the
design of novel infrastructures that have flexibility among their characteristics [8].

1.1 Case Study: Lelystad Airport
Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS) is the main airport in the Netherlands and it was the
fifth busiest airport in Europe in 2014 in terms of passenger traffic [1].
Furthermore AMS is also the main hub for KLM, which provided 54% of the seats
available at the airport in 2013, and a major airport for the SkyTeam alliance,
whose members – including KLM – are responsible for 66.3% of the airport traffic
in terms of ATM [27]. Its role as a hub, by airport management and government,
is central to the airport strategy, especially considering the small size of the
domestic market in the Netherlands and the airport’s role as economic engine for
the region. However due to environmental reasons, the capacity is limited to
510,000 air traffic movements per year (landings and departures). In 2015 there
were 450,679 movements at the airport, 91% of the imposed cap [29]. Since the
operation is approaching to the limits, Schiphol Group would like to support the
airport strategy by redistributing traffic non-related to the hub development to
other airports in the Netherlands. The objective of this action is to relieve capacity
and at the same time continuing providing support for the development of the
region. The preferred alternative is to upgrade Lelystad Airport (LEY) to attract
commercial flights of European cities and regions [28], putting focus on tourist
destinations. In that way LEY will take an important role in the multi airport
system of the Netherlands composed currently by Schiphol, Rotterdam and
Eindhoven.
In recent years Low Cost Carriers (LCCs) in Europe have put focus on shorthaul point-to-point leisure traffic, in addition they have been targeting business
travellers more actively, and some of them even offer interline connectivity using
simple hub structures. This means that the development process at Lelystad should
consider not only the type of passengers and airlines that are desired but also the
performance parameters the airport should have in order to become attractive for
these types of carriers since the airports cannot force the activity in it, instead they
make the airport attractive through the offering of incentives economical and
operative ones.
Lelystad is the largest airport for general aviation traffic in the Netherlands. It
is located 56 km from central Amsterdam, about 45 minutes by car to the east. The
airport is fully owned by the Schiphol Group, which also owns Rotterdam airport
(RTM) and a 51% stake in the Eindhoven airport (EIN), both in the Amsterdam
Multi-Airport System (see Figure 1).
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L
and thhe multi airpoort system of thhe Netherlandds
Fig. 1 Lelystad
pecially LCCss, Lelystad woould need to provide
In orrder to attractt airlines, esp
differen
ntiation factorrs: availabilityy of slots; low
w aeronauticaal charges; inncentive
program
ms and quick aircraft turnaaround [15]. Therefore,
T
in order to havve better
insight about the opeerational perfo
formance of thhe future airpport it is necessary to
ools that provvide informaation about thhe future perrformance off it and
have to
powerfu
ul enough thatt allow identiffying the emeergent dynamics once the opperation
is in plaace.
Traditional analyttical tools faall short on the capacity
y to understaand the
t
a future facility
f
will face.
f
Nowadays only modeel-based
operativve problems that
tools apppear as the onnes with the capacity
c
and analytical
a
pow
wer for integraating the
differen
nt restrictions and factors that
t
influencee the perform
mance of the systems
while taaking into acccount the inh
herent stochassticity presentt in the system
ms. For
these reeasons we preesent a model--based approaach in which the
t simulation
n model
was deeveloped bassed on publlic informatioon for iden
ntifying the optimal
perform
mance of it.
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Designing the layout and the infrastructure of an airport means allocating
resources in a way that traffic matches demand without incurring in congestion
situations. Furthermore, since the objective of the airport operator aims also at
minimizing the size so that the final infrastructure is not half empty when the time
comes the right balance must be found. In this context, evaluating the performance
of the airport has become a crucial aspect, especially if the aim is to efficiently
manage the existing resources.
Regarding the quality of service, from the passenger perspective, the main
factor that affects quality is the delay, so the less delays; the more positive
evaluations can be obtained from passengers. From the airport perspective, having
less delays can lead to more capacity for processing more aircraft, hence an
increment in capacity. This in turn leads to have higher revenues and the
opportunity to attract more airlines since more slots could be allocated.
Additionally the better level of service will cause the increment in passengers
choosing that airport as origin and destination.
The airport system is composed by different elements, the terminal area, the
airside (runway, taxiways and stands) and then the airspace (sectors, routes,
terminal manoeuvring area). These components are often analysed separately, but
in reality these components are tied to each other, and they act all together as a
system in which the good or bad performance in one element affects the others.
Motivated by this fact, in this work it was made an analysis of the performance of
an airport system, taking into account all the components previously mentioned.
The methodology applied in this work is a combination of simulation and
optimization that takes into account all the components of an airport system
(ground + airspace), and evaluates the airport performance in terms of the
turnaround time (TAT). The simulation paradigm used in this work is a Discreteevent Simulation (DES) in a program called SIMIO [31]. The optimization
approach is a simulation-based optimization in which the search space is the
domain of the Cartesian product of the values of the main factors that affect the
objective function; the search is performed by an embedded tool called OptQuest
[23] that has different heuristics for optimizing the search.
With the use of the simulation model, different configurations of resources
were evaluated paying attention to the TAT. The use of design of experiments
(DOE) was carried out employing a multi-level factorial design with the purpose
of evaluating the effect of the factors and their interactions for the system
response. Moreover, with the study of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), the
main factors that affect the objective function were determined. Finally, for
optimizing the TAT, we used the information of the identified factors for making
the optimization search more efficient than the one that could be done without the
analysis.
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1.2 Previous Work
Optimization of airport resources is a subject that was faced by researchers in
many studies; most of them treated the airport as a two separate entities, from one
side airspace and from the other ground side. In this context, many techniques that
aimed at improving airport performance were employed, taking into account
different variables. Concerning the airspace, specifically for the Terminal
Manoeuvring area (TMA) many studies focused on the sequencing and merging
problem and scheduling problem. The former is concerned in finding the best
sequence for aircraft flow in order to determine conflict-free situations[18, 33, 34],
the latter is about scheduling of aircraft flow in order to minimize the deviation
between the scheduled landing time and the actual landing time [4, 5, 6, 3, 21].
The techniques most utilized were from the operations research arena in which
some of the solutions used stochastic optimization models [2], however, due to the
complexity of the problems, for many of them heuristics were implemented in
order to find sub optimal solutions. Just to mention some, the aircraft scheduling
problem was studied extensively by Beasley et al. [4, 5, 6] this work focused on
developing a mixed-integer one-zero problem and then the authors employed two
heuristics respectively for the static and dynamic case. Other relevant work is the
one from Balakrishnan at al. [3], which uses constrained position shifted (CPS) for
improving the sequence of aircraft by changing the position of the aircraft in order
to minimize the make span. Hu and Chen [13] proposed a receding horizon control
(RHC) technique where the scheduling and sequencing problem were treated in a
dynamic way; they introduced a genetic algorithm for solving it.
Regarding the ground side, most of the studies are related to the optimization of
gate assignment, the scheduling of departing aircraft and taxiing operations, with
the objective of avoiding congestion situations and favouring a smooth flow of
aircraft in the taxiways. For instance, in the work of Dorndorf [9] the authors
present a survey about the techniques used to cope with the gate assignment
problem, among others we can find the work of Bolat [7] in which a branch and
bound algorithm was combined with two heuristics. A Coloured petri net (CPN)
technique was proposed by Narciso and Piera [22] in order to calculate the number
of stands needed to absorb the traffic. In other studies pushback control strategies
were proposed in order to determine the best sequence of departures without
incurring in congestion situations [24, 30, 16].
As it can be seen for the previous review, the most implemented techniques
refer to analytic and heuristic models, and there is a clear distinction between
airspace and ground side. In this work the problem is treated from a holistic view
in which both airspace and ground side are analysed together thus making a more
complete study. Additionally, a methodology has been followed that permits
optimizing airport performance following a structured way. The approach focuses
in performance measured as turnaround time which is the key for determining the
amount of resources an airport needs in order to improve throughput and reduce
delays due to congestion.
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The chapter continues in the following way, in section 2 the methodology used
is presented, in section 3 the results from the different design of experiments and
from ANOVA are presented , finally in section 4 the correspondent conclusions
are presented.

2 Methodology
The approach uses first Discrete Event Simulation (DES) together with statistical
techniques for identifying the most influencing factors in the performance of the
airport under study. After performing an analysis of the different factors that
influence the performance, they are disaggregated for making a more refined
selection of those. The identification of the ultimate ones allow for reducing the
search space of the optimization tool embedded in the simulation program used.
DES is an approach that is used in many applications like logistic and
manufacturing [17]. Recently DES was also applied to the aviation field with the
scope of modelling the airport operation for both airspace and ground, even inside
the terminal [19]. Using this approach, it has been possible to make an initial
analysis and evaluation of airports performance [20, 25, 26]. The methodology
uses statistical tools like Design of experiments and the ANOVA for identifying
the factors that impact the system the most and a selection of parameters is done
which at the final stage will be used to optimize the values of the most influential
elements of the system.
The methodology applied works in phases, in the first phase it performs the
identification of the factors that affect the performance of the airport using an
objective function of the turnaround time. During this phase the significance of the
different factors that affect such performance are identified and then a
combination of DOE with ANOVA is performed for making a more refined
selection of the elements that affect the indicator.
In a second phase the model is combined with an optimization algorithm for
performing the improvement of the system under study in which the decision
variables are the ones that affect the objective function.
Figure 2 illustrates the different phases of the methodology
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Fig. 2 Methodologica
M
al approach fo
or airport optim
mization

2.1 Developmen
D
t of the airport moodel and Identificati
I
ion of
Variabbles
Until reecently, scienttific communiity has been taken
t
simulattion as a key tool for
evaluatiing systems performance during thhe planning phase of facility
developpment. In the aviation
a
field the
t studies concerning systeems performaance and
capacity
y evaluation are quite reccent but its potential
p
has been recognnized by
internatiional institutioons and also as
a consultantss which are beecoming keenn for the
use of siimulation for performing sttudies [19, 25,, 26].
The first
f
phase foccuses on the development
d
o a simulationn model of thee system
of
under sttudy and the identification
i
of the main vvariables. In th
he case of thee airport
of this work, we useed the DES approach.
a
Thiis is an appro
oach that is used
u
for
ng systems off dynamic natture in which there is strongg interaction between
b
modellin
the diffeerent processees of the systeem and stochaasticity is one of the characcteristics
that deffine them. Inn comparison with other approaches,
a
thhe time advaances as
events are
a happening in the model,, so the numbeer of calculatiions is much less than
the onees required for
f agent-baseed technologgy for instancce. As most of the
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simulattion approachhes, it allows the identificaation of emerggent dynamiccs within
the sysstem and it haas the full po
otential for integrating the inherent stocchasticity
which in
i some situattions hinders the
t smooth beehaviour of thhe system undder study.
This ap
pproach has been
b
successfu
ully used in loogistics and manufacturing
m
systems
for idenntifying emerrgent behaviouur, the impactt of variability
y and uncertaainty and
for botttleneck identiffication amonng other characcteristics [20]. The tool we selected
for the approach is SIMIO [31] which possessses the aforeementioned prroperties
besidess an efficientt managemennt of graphiccal aspects and
a
it takes also the
advantaages of the computer resourrces. In addition, it allows developing
d
thee models
in a moodular fashionn which is very
y suitable for the
t study we are
a presentingg.
The modular apprroach [26] alllows putting focus
f
only on one part of th
he model
t
and oncee it is verifiedd, validated annd finalized itt can be coup
pled with
at the time
other modules
m
for obtaining thee final one. The
T authors suggest stronngly this
approacch since the reliability of th
he final modeel is higher if we
w perform a bottomup moddelling approaach. Figure 3 illustrates
i
the proposed approach for this phase.

Fig. 3 The
T bottom-upp modular moodelling approoach
For the developed model, the main components of airsiide and airspaace were
includeed like:
 Runway system
 Taxiwayy system and stands
s
 Approacching and depaarting routes
 Airspacee
o the differennt modules’ models
m
is illustrrated by Figurre 4.
The architecture of
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Fig. 4 Modular
M
archittecture of the Airport modeel
m
the ru
unway model and the
The airside is madde by a couplling of two modules:
turnarouund model.
The runway modeel integrates the
t main chaaracteristics annd restrictionss of the
utilization of any runnway in an aiirport system such as wakke vortex sepaarations,
speed limitations, taxxi speed and limitation of thhe runway.
t
model is made by
b a model inn which all thee services requ
uired by
The turnaround
an aircraaft at the gatee are implemen
nted. These seervices are peerformed by a number
of vehiicles dedicateed to providding them. Table
T
1 illustrates the different
d
implementations and restrictions of the runway and
a turnarounnd model.
Table 1 Characteristiics of the runw
way and turnarround model
Parameeter

Vaalue

Numbeer of runways

1

Numbeer of exit ways

1

Taxiwaay type

Parallel
P

Numbeer of stands

16

Aircrafft speed Taxi in

[45Knot..24Knoot]

Aircrafft speed Taxi out

[19 Knot]

t
composess the integral model is thee one of the airspace
a
The last module that
wn as terminaal manoeuvrinng area,
close too the airport, in particular the area know
which is composed by
b a radius off approximateely 40 nauticaal miles. Thiss area is
w
its lim
mits that the seequencing of arrivals
a
is perrformed.
importaant since it is within
The modelling approach uses a nettwork of nodees located at different
d
altituudes and
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positionns in the spaace in whichh the connecttions betweenn them repreesent the
airwayss followed byy the aircraft in
i their routess to the airporrt. Due to the scale of
the moodel, the airpoort itself just represents
r
onee segment of the network. Figure 5
illustrattes the networrk created for modelling thee airspace.

Fig. 5 TMA
T
Airspacce Network
Thee acronyms present
p
in the figure refer to Initial Appproach Fix (IIAF) and
Final Approach
A
Fix (FAF) which
h are the segm
ments in whichh the controlleers guide
the airccraft for their final route to landing [32]. The basic resstrictions thatt must be
taken care
c of for the developmentt of the simulaation model are
a the separattions that
need to
o be respecteed by the airrcraft to land. These separrations are foor safety
reasonss which ensuure the minim
mization of thhe risk of colllision or inteeractions
betweeen the aircraft in the area surrrounding the airport.
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Table 2 and Table 3 present the description of the different restrictions and
parameters that compose the model.
Table 2 Characteristics of the TMA model
Parameter

Value

Value

Entry point (Speed)

250 Knot

160 Knot

Initial approach fix (Speed)

160 Knot

130 Knot

Final approach fix (Speed)

-

130 Knot

Holding pattern

1 for each route, 200 Knot

(number and speed limit)
Aircraft mix

Code C (B737 – A320)

Table 3 Separation Minima in Nautical Miles (ICAO)

Trailing aircraft

Heavy
Medium
Light

Heavy
4
5
6

Leading Aircraft
Medium
3
3
4

Light
3
3
3

Once the three models have been developed and validated against expected
speeds and relevant variables they were merged into a one integral model that
represents the airport system (airside and airspace). The different modules interact
with each other in such a way that it is possible to evaluate the behaviour of
different performance indicators (PI) and the emergent dynamics which would not
be possible to perceive if the models were analysed independently. Figure 6
depicts the complete model, in which the entities first are generated in the airspace
model, then they are sequenced for landing and the landing is performed. For the
landing process they get out of the airspace model and enter the airside model. In
the airside all the landing and taxiing is performed until the aircraft gets to the gate
in which the turnaround operation is performed by the ground handling vehicles.
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Fig. 6 Complete
C
Model of the Airpport of Lelysttad
Withh the model developed,
d
it was
w possible to evaluate performance inndicators
(PI) likke number of movements,
m
d about turnnaround time and
data
a about delay under
differen
nt scenarios. As an initial approach foccus was put on
o the analysis of the
TAT which
w
is very important
i
for understandinng the potentiaal of the airpo
ort under
study.

3 Gettting more iinsight: Deesign of Exp
periments
Designn of experimennts is a techniq
que that perm
mits to identifyy the main parrameters,
or facttors that affecct the perform
mance of a system.
s
Withh this techniqque, it is
possiblle to evaluate what the mainn effects of thhe factors invoolved are, andd also the
effect of
o their interaactions. This technique alloows identifying the main efffects for
each faactor. To thatt end, for eacch factor diffe
ferent values were
w
assignedd, called
levels. For each coombination off factor levell a response is evaluatedd and an
i
if the factor is statiistically signifficant for
analysiis is performedd in order to identify
the studdied variable.
Thiss phase focuses on developping structureed experimentts with the model
m
for
identifyying the most relevant factoors.
For the examplee we present,, we applied recurrently the techniquee in the
simulattion model to make an idenntification of thhe variables thhat affect the outcome
of the PI
P the most. For
F the first annd second levvel analysis we
w put the focu
us on the
objectivve under studyy: Turnaroundd Time.
Turnnaround time (TAT): This parameter
p
is thhe time measu
ured from the moment
the airccraft parks in the stand untiil it is ready for
fo taxing out to the runwayy. This is
an abso
olute number,, so if the opeeration is delayed due to the
t lack of anny of the
vehiclees or resourcess, the TAT wiill be increased as well. Thiis number is im
mportant
to know
w since it provvides the airlin
nes informatioon about how efficient an operation
o
in a parrticular airporrt could be.
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3.1 First level of Analysis
As the reader might assume, there are multiple sources or variables that can
impact the TAT. For instance, the amount of available gates, vehicles for
performing the operation, traffic level and more. The first approach in trying to
identify the most relevant ones we needed to apply DOE in categories that group
some factors. This selection was based on expert opinion and the selected ones
were: air traffic, available vehicles for the turnaround, and stand allocation. Using
these factors we performed a multi-level full factorial design. Table 4 illustrates
the different categories of factors we evaluated for the design.

Table 4 Evaluated Category Factors
Factors
A - Incoming flow of aircraft (flights/day)
B - Number of vehicles
C - Apron’s entering mode

Level 1
92
2
Left-Right

Level2
132
5
Center – Out

Level 3
190
8
-

For the first and the second factors we set three levels and two levels for the last
one. In addition, 50 replications were made for each level.
The evaluated levels for the three factors followed the following logic:




Incoming Flow of aircraft. As it has been mentioned, this study deals
with the evaluation of a future airport in the Netherlands. The public
information states that the amount of expected traffic is approximately
50,000 ATMs per year. Thus the Level 2 is approximately this value
so this traffic is considered the one expected by the airport. The other
two levels explored the situation in which 30% more and 30% less
traffic than expected is received in the airport.
Number of Vehicles. The number of vehicles refers to the sets of
vehicles that can be used for the operation. Without economical
limitations we can estimate that we might use one complete set per
aircraft, thus the initial set is of 9 vehicles. One set itself is composed
by 1 fuel,2 passenger bus,1 water, 2 bulk trucks, 2 stair trucks and 1
loader. The other two levels are used for evaluating the reduction in
vehicles so that it is possible to perceive when the turning point is (if
there is) of performance due to the lack of vehicles.

Apron’s entering mode. For this factor, only two levels were
evaluated, they concerned with how the aircraft were allocated in the
available stands. The two levels are, from left to right, assuming a
first-in first-served allocation putting priority in the stands closest to
the left part of the apron and the center-right allocation. This
allocation assumes that the priority is put in the central stands.
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Analyssis of Variance (ANOVA)
Once we
w have run thhe full factorial analysis, we
w performed the
t one-way ANOVA
A
for idenntifying the im
mpact of the different categories evaluaated. Figure 7 presents
the resuults obtained w
with the ANO
OVA test.

Fig. 7 Analysis
A
of vaariance for thee factors of TA
AT
m the ANOVA we could identify
i
that tthe most signiificant catego
ory is the
From
vehiclees set since thhe p value is smaller than 0.05. This category is followed by
traffic; however statiistics cannot support
s
concluusively this asssumption. In addition
n also perceivee that the interraction of trafffic with vehicles is significant. So,
we can
as expeected, traffic itself affects, however thatt is a variablee in which we cannot
manipuulate to get a better
b
or worsse performancce. For this reaason we paid attention
to the amount
a
of vehhicles in order to going furthher in the anallysis.
Figuure 8 depicts tthe Pareto chaart of standarddized effects to
o graphically illustrate
the diveerse effects off the different categories evvaluated.
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Fig. 8 Plot
P of the stanndardized effeects for Turnarround time
Oncee we selected as vehicles ass the most inflluential and coontrollable facctor, the
next question that arise is what thhe right mix of
o vehicles woould be for a smooth
and efficient operatioon.

3.2 Seccond Level of Analysiss
For the turnaround objective,
o
we run the seconnd level DOE in which thee factors
hicles and theeir levels weree the number of
o them.
were thee different cattegories of veh
As the reader
r
might note,
n
the combbinatorial chaallenge make it
i impossible to run a
full facttorial design, which in thhis case it might imply to run at least 19 683
differen
nt scenarios. For
F that reasonn, we implem
mented the Federov algorithhm [14]
which allowed
a
the reduction of thee amount of configurations
c
to evaluate by
b doing
and inteelligent selecttion of them. After implem
menting this allgorithm, the number
of scenaarios to evaluaate was reduceed to only to 27
2 as Table 5 presents.
p
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Table 5 Design of Experiments based on Federov’s Algorithm
Scenario
Number
219
723
4609
4867
4941
5049
5077
5232
5851
5894
5968
6019
8202
12555
13123
13131
13443
13687
14312
14367
15087
15136
15255
17760
18007
19012
19029

Loader

Bulk1

1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
0
-1
-1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
0
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1

-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
0
1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
1
0
-1

Bus1 Stairs1 Stairs2
-1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
0
1
1
1
-1
1

1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
0
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
1

1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
0
-1
-1
0
1
1
0
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1

Water
service
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
-1
-1

Bulk2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1

Fuel
truck
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1

Bus2
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5 has been encoded for the different number of vehicles, it corresponds
to -1 as 2 vehicles, 0 corresponds to 5 vehicles and +1 corresponds to 8 vehicles.
After running the 27 scenarios, we performed again the ANOVA for
identifying which vehicles were the most influential for the objective pursued. In
this case and due to the few amounts of points for the analysis it was not possible
to consider the 2nd order interactions. Therefore we could only make an analysis of
the first order interactions or the direct effect of the use of vehicles.
Figure 9 presents a scatter plot that together with ANOVA helps identifying the
influence in the TAT of some parameters which later would be used for improving
the optimization search.
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Fig. 9 Dependency
D
off TAT on the modification of vehicle num
mbers
m the scatter plot
p we could identify that some values of vehicles minimize
m
From
the turnnaround time, namely Stairss 1, Stairs 2, Bulk2,
B
fuel tru
uck, Bus2. Thhis result
was alsoo used for the last phase of the optimizatiion.
In ad
ddition to thiss analysis, wee performed thhe ANOVA for
f identifyingg which
vehicless were the moost influential for the TAT. We
W identifiedd that the mainn factors
that affeect the turnaroound time waas firstly the fuel
f
truck, and then the use of the
stairs. Figure
F
10 illusttrates the outccome of the ANOVA
A
analyysis.
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Fig.10 ANOVA for the
t 1st order innteraction in the
t TAT analyysis
s
it suggessts that when someone is in
nterested
Thiss result is veryy important, since
in imprroving the TA
AT of this paarticular airpoort, he should ensure that there
t
are
enough
h amounts of fuel
f
trucks annd stairs. The P
Pareto chart of
o standardized effects
in turn can also illusstrate the imppact of the fueel truck and thhe stairs as thhe reader
can seee in Figure 11..

Fig. 111 Standardizedd effects for thhe TAT evaluaation
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3.3 Optimizing the model response
In the next phase of the analysis, we used the previous results for making a more
informed search over the solution space of the simulation model.
In most of the commercial simulation tools there are programs embedded that
perform a simulation-based optimization. This optimization is performed by
parameterizing the simulation model and then undergoing a search in the domain
of the parameters’ values. The search is done in most of the cases using a bruteforce approach in which the program just tests different values and make several
replications of the model in order to find the best values for the objective function.
As the reader might infer, the more parameters and the higher the range of the
domain the more time consuming the search becomes. For this reason, it is
necessary to support the search, otherwise the required time to get to a good
solution could take a lot of time, and sometimes it would become unfeasible to
wait for a solution.
For the previous reason, in the next stage, we used the information obtained
from the previous analysis for restricting the domain of the search in the algorithm
of the optimization program embedded in SIMIO.
Optimization Phase
The final phase of the methodology focuses on getting the optimal values for the
Turnaround Time which is the factor analysed in this study.
OptQuest is an optimization tool present in SIMIO, and it allows the user to
specify the objective function(s), domains, independent variables which will
define the search space, and it will use the simulation model for performing the
evaluation of the objective function. As the reader might know, the search over a
high dimensional space takes from some minutes to even days, for that reason it is
important to define wisely the boundaries and objectives of the optimizer.
For making the search as fast as possible, we implemented the so-called
Restricted Search in which we fixed restrictions to the Optimizer for making the
search under the boundaries we defined in the previous analysis.
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The restricted search was limited to the following domain of the vehicles:










Fuel Truck:
Stairs1:
Stairs2:
Bulk2:
Bus2:
Loader:
Bus1:
Bulk1:
Water:

8 vehicles (fixed value)
5 vehicles (fixed value)
5 vehicles (fixed value)
5 vehicles (fixed value)
5 vehicles (fixed value)
[2..8]
[2..8]
[2..8]
[2..8]

The numbers assigned were taken from the insight obtained by the previous
phase in which we could identify that the best performance could be achieved
somewhere in the region near the fixed values of the initial five vehicles. For the
remaining vehicles we relaxed the search so that the algorithm of the optimizer
can search freely on the complete domain.
For the sake of comparison we also performed the same optimization but
letting OptQuest make the search freely, for this reason we called it as Free
Search.
The obtained results for both searches are presented in the following table.
Table 6 Analysis of the Optimized Search
Type of Search

Free Search

Maximum number of combinations
Solution with
minimum TAT

Restricted Search

50

100

300

50

100

Turnaround Time (min)

29.41

29.23

29.40

29.56

29.56

Number of Vehicles
Number of combinations

65
17

67
37

58
204

56
5

56
5

42.46
18

42.46
18

42.46
18

37.01
36

29.56
56

2

2

2

2

5

Turnaround time (min)
Solution with
minimum number Number of Vehicles
of vehicles
Number of Combinations

For limiting the speed of calculation and time to get the results it is also
necessary to establish some limits for the allowed number of combinations for
providing the solution. In our example, for making a comparison between the free
and the restricted search, we set the limits to 50 and 100. In addition we also set
another limit for the free search just for having an idea of the improvement that
can be achieved if the analyst had enough time to let the model run.
Maximum combinations 50
Regarding the performance of the approach, when we pay attention to the
scenarios, the first one is the limited by 50 permutations.
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Table 6 illustrates that in terms of Turnaround time, the free search provides a
slightly better solution than the restricted one, however the restricted search finds
a similar solution with only 5 combinations and a smaller number of vehicles than
the free search (56 compared to 65).
When we check the solution with the minimum number of vehicles, we
identified that after two permutations the free search provides a solution with 18
vehicles and a turnaround time of 42.46 min, while the restricted one provides a
solution of 36 vehicles but with a shorter turnaround time of 37.01 minutes. These
results supports the premise that limiting the search space based on the results of
the DOE & ANOVA it will provide a better starting point for the search.
Maximum combinations 100
Regarding the turnaround time, for this amount of maximum number of
permutations we can appreciate that the achieved Turnaround times are very
similar, however the restricted search finds a solution which is less costly since it
uses only 56 vehicles while the free search 67. In addition, the restricted search
finds it with a minimum amount of permutations.
If we wanted to pay attention to a solution of minimum vehicles, the free search
finds a suitable solution of 18 vehicles while the restricted one finds one of 36
vehicles but with a better turnaround time in the same amount of permutations
which is in line with the previous example.
Regarding the free search with a limit of 300 permutations, we can appreciate
that the results are not necessarily better, they can be even worse that a more
restricted search. This can be noted in the turnaround time when we let it make a
free search on a more relaxed fashion. This result also indicates the complexity of
the solution space of this system.

4 Conclusions
Managing an airport system is a complex task in which the decision involves
many variables, thus the decision makers require decision-support tools that
provide them insight of the consequences of taking particular decisions.
In this work we presented a case of the analysis of an airport in the Netherlands
which is currently under construction. For the decision makers it is important to
identify what the most influential variables are in order to improve the
performance. This is key for them since the more efficient the airport, the most
attractive for airlines to move there.
In this work we illustrated how a structured methodology can help identifying
the most influential decision variables for the system in place. With the
identification of them, it is possible to use simulation together with optimization
for finding the values of the decision variables that improve the performance of
the airport under study; in this case we put focus on the turnaround time. The
results illustrate that certainly the methodology successfully drives the search
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space into a region of good solutions so we could obtain very good values without
performing a time-consuming search.
The methodology has been implemented in the case of an integral airport
model developed in SIMIO using OptQuest as the optimization tool. However this
methodology can be easily implemented in a different area using a different
simulation tool and a different optimizer.
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